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NICEVILLE, Fla. -- Steve DeMeo had tried to tell his Northwest Florida State players how difficult the Panhandle Conference is. 
Forgive them, though, if they didn’t quite understand the extent of it. Ten of the Raiders had never played for DeMeo prior to the 
season, and none of them had experienced a Panhandle Conference game. 
 
“It was pretty tough. Everybody thought it was gonna be easy like the other games were. Me and Xavier (Moon) knew how tough 
conference play is, but the other players, they don’t know,” said Benji Bell, one of only two returning players for NWF State.  
 
“They got to see that last night.” 
 
It’s a curious endeavor, building a junior college into a powerhouse in any kind of sport, though that is precisely what Northwest 
Florida State is when it comes to hoops. 
 
Even public high schools, with no ability to recruit but with four years to develop players, have an advantage in program building 
over a school like Northwest Florida State. 
 
DeMeo will have most players for one year. The rare exceptions to that rule — the current cases being Bell and Moon — will 
leave after two. 
 
And then it’s onto another slate of entirely fresh faces, who haven’t the first clue about the precarious road that is the Panhandle 
Conference, and who have never played under Steve DeMeo.    
 
Ten players left after the 2013-14 season. Bell and Moon stayed, and by August they were running a new offense with a group of 
guys they had never met before. 
 
Bell credits pickup games over the summer, before the start of official practices in September, where everybody played with and 
against everybody and there were no starters or reserves, just basketball, to the on-court chemistry you can behold on Saturday 
nights at The Arena. 
 
Jalen Jackson, the team’s leading scorer with 17.6 points per game, said it took about eight or nine real games before the Raiders 
identified their roles. 
 
Bell, whose primary role had been to put the ball in the bucket in the previous season, had been a shoot-first point guard at the 
beginning of the year. Upon learning that there were four other scorers on the court with him, Bell came to the realization that he 
could make the Raiders a better team by setting up the likes of Jackson and Brandon Austin rather than take the shot himself. 
 
And still DeMeo posited another theory as to how 12 players who had never played an in-season game together prior to this fall 
could play so well so quickly: He recruits players who are likely to play well alongside one another, “coachable kids.” 
 
It’s a blend of all three, really, as well as several other factors — take all of them living in the same dorm — that has the Raiders 
playing the best basketball in the best junior college conference in the country. 
 
“We’re fortunate that we offer summer scholarships to guys,” said DeMeo, who is in his second season as head coach. “We’re 
able to get the guys in over the summer and figure out who we wanted. We have the ability to weed people out over the 
summertime if they’re not doing the right things.” 
 
It was never in doubt if Treshaad Williams would be one who would need weeding out. 
 
Williams was an overlooked, two-star power forward from Berrien County High School who wound up at South Georgia Tech. 
He averaged 10 points per game on nearly 60 percent shooting from the field, but when the coach retired, he looked elsewhere, 
where he discovered little interest. 
 
His minister, Mr. Buster, as he calls him, told Williams about a school in Niceville, Fla. named Northwest Florida State. 
It has a winning pedigree, he said. Give them a look. 
 
Mr. Buster helped Williams set up a meeting with DeMeo, who visited this past April and watched him work out. 
 
“Didn’t love him,” DeMeo acknowledged, “but I liked him.” 



What he did love, however, was that Williams worked at Hardee’s, waking up “at 4 a.m.” DeMeo said, to support himself. 
The work ethic was what sold him. 
 
“I liked his attitude, and I rolled the dice,” DeMeo said. “A lot of times you gotta go on your gut.” 
 
At the time, the Raiders roster was a manifest of blank spaces, save for Bell and Moon. When it comes to recruiting, DeMeo 
doesn’t have the luxury of time that coaches at four-year universities do. Gut instinct is paramount. 
 
 
So is winning. 
 
Winning is what attracted Jackson, who has been held to single digits just once this season. 
 
The No. 2 high school recruit in Arkansas in 2012, Jackson originally committed to Central Arkansas, where he red-shirted one 
season and averaged 10 points per game in another. 
 
But he could sign at a higher level, he thought, so he re-opened his recruitment. Soon, DeMeo came calling. He said there could 
be national championships. There would definitely be wins. 
 
Jackson has yet to experience a loss in a Raider uniform. 
 
“Winning, that’s the first thing,” Jackson said. “Wherever I go, I always want to win. To be 17-0 in January, undefeated in your 
conference, that’s everybody’s dream.” 
 
It is comical that a preseason coaches poll had NWF State ranked No. 4 in the Panhandle, and another had the Raiders “like 
eighth in the state or something,” DeMeo said. 
 
Just four teams of the 17 thus far on NWF State’s schedule have kept the margin within single digits. Only one team in the 
country, Vincennes University out of Indiana, is ranked higher. 
 
“There’s four things I tell the guys when I recruit them,” DeMeo said. “You have to be able to communicate, you have to 
appreciate the opportunity, you have to trust, and you can’t be someone who’s a distraction. 
 
“We haven’t had any major distractions this year. Those four things every day seem to come true.” 
 
And the makings of a dynasty continue to be built, until the pieces get reset again.   
 
 
 


